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A graphic novel version of this classic collection of martial arts parables, written by Issai Chozanshi,

an 18-century samurai, brings these tales alive in a captivating and immediately accessible way.Â 

The stories, which feature demons, insects, birds, cats, and numerous other creatures, may seem

whimsical, but they contain essential teachings that offer insight into the fundamental principles of

the martial arts.Infused with Chozanshiâ€™s deep understanding of Taoism, Buddhism,

Confucianism, and Shinto, the tales elucidate the nature of conflict, the importance of following

oneâ€™s own nature, yin and yang, the cultivation and transformation of châ€™i (life energy), and

the attainment of mushin (no-mind). Ultimately, the reader learns in a visually exciting way that the

path of the sword is a path of self-knowledge and leads to an understanding of life itself.
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This is a masterpiece of warrior philosophy. It is not a casual read and nor is it a story that will

provide entertainment value. This is essential reading for martial artists and practitioners of eastern

medicine as one of the fundamental lessons involves the cultivation of Qi. The "Demon" in this case

refers to the Tengu, which are legendary throughout Japan.The Tengu is many things and comes in

many forms. It is known as a mischievous and malevolent spirit that brought terror to the Japanese.

The ninja made use of these legends and often impersonated Tengu to strike fear. But the Tengu is

also a respected and revered symbol and is associated with Shugendo, or the Way of the Aesthetic.

In this role the Tengu can be a teacher, and a protector of Buddhism who punsihed

evil-doers.Practitioners of Shugendo often live alone in the mountains and are known as Yamabushi



(Shinto), meaning "Mountain (Yama) Warrior (Bushi) Aesthetic" in the deeper sense. They view

nature as possessing powerful Qi; in the mountains, rocks, and streams. In the wilderness they train

and cultivate their energy. Their ancient roots come from China and the Taoist traditions, which is

very evident in this book:"The Demon said, 'The Way cannot be seen or heard. What can be seen

or heard are just traces of the Way.'The Tengu, the Yamabushi, and the ninja are all connected.

Togakushi is a small village high in the Japanese alps that claims a ninja heritage that is 900-years

old. There are 3 shinto shrines in the valley, and countless sacred spots throughout the mountains,

which have many small waterfalls and streams. The Tengu of Togakushi takes the form of a raven.

Tengu are also common in many other ninja villages like Yagyu-zato.
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